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4.01 Troubleshooting Tips 

Web page does not display 1. Check that file is saved as .html and not as a .txt file 

2. Check the top line of code 

3. Look for missing brackets <   > 

Updated content does not 

display 

1. Make sure file was saved before previewing. 

2. Make sure the editing file and the browser file are the 

same file (check file path) 

3. HTML files are read left to right and top to bottom so look 

at the source code preceding the content that does not 

display properly. 

Image does not display 1. Students frequently key in <img scr> rather than <img 

src> 

2. Check path. The image needs to be an absolute path 

including http or a relative path referring to the folder in 

which the image is saved. 

3. Check file extension of image and make sure the source 

code refers to the same extension. 

4. Double-click on image to make sure it is a valid image 

file. 

HTML tags appear when 

previewing in Web browser 

1. Look for missing brackets <   > 

Hyperlink does not work 

properly 

1. Copy and paste links rather than keying them in to the 

source code 

2. Students often key in <a herf> rather than <a href> 

3. Missing closing tag </a> 

Problems with heading 1 Make sure students use h1  not hl—meaning a number one 

and not letter l 

Problems with lists Check if student used u1 (number) rather than ul (letter) 

Styles do not display Make sure curly brackets were used—not parentheses 

Proper colors do not display Check spelling of color names; Make sure hex codes are 

preceded by # symbol 

Images display too large or 

too small 

Images will display in their native size unless CSS or size 

attributes are used. 

 

  


